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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S and G be linitc groups such that S acts on G and (IS\, ICI) = 1 and 
let C denote the fixed-point subgroup, C = C,(S). It is well known in this 
situation that there exists a natural bijection from the set Irr,(G) of 
S-invariant irreducible characters of G onto Irr( C), the full set of irreducible 
characters of C. When S is solvable, this bijection was constructed by 
G. Glauberman [2] and in the remaining case, where G is solvable of odd 
order, a totally different construction [3] gives the desired character 
correspondence. It was proved by T. R. Wolf [g] that when both construc- 
tions apply, when S is solvable and IG( is odd, the two constructions yield 
exactly the same map. 
If 31 E Irr,(G), we write x* E Irr(C) to denote the uniquely determined 
corresponding character. Similarly, if HE G is S-invariant, and 0 E Irr,(H). 
we write f3* E Irr(Hn C) to denote the image of 8 under the character 
bijection induced by the action of S on H. 
Our main result is the following. 
* The research of the first author was partially supported by the hTSF and that of the 
second by DGICYT. 
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THEOREM A. Let S act on G with (IS\, /GI ) = 1 and write C = C,(S). 
Suppose HE G is stabilized by S and let x E Irr,(G) and NE Irr,(H). 
(a) IfOG=x, then (O*)‘=x*. 
(b) lf XH=By then x~?;~~=U*. 
We remark that several special cases of Theorem A appear in Wolf’s 
papers [9, IO]. We will use most of these in our proof and so we will state 
them and give explicit references in Section 2. 
Our proof of (bj (in the case where IG( is odd, and hence solvable) relies 
on character factorization theory in n-separable groups. (We shall review 
the definitions and some basic facts in Section 2.) Our proof depends 
heavily on the results of Wolf [lo], which establish connections between 
the rc-factorization theory, and the character bijection x H x*. These too 
will be stated in Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For convenience, we collect our standard notation and assumptions. 
(2.1) HYPOTHESIS. Let S act on G, where S and G are finite groups 
with coprime orders. Write C= C,(S) and let r= G x S, the semidirect 
product. C’iew G and S as subgroups of IY 
We will need the following special cases of Theorem A. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and let N 4 G be S-invariant. Let 
eE Irr,(Nj and T= IJO). 
(a) If$~IrrS(TIO), then ($‘)*=($*)? 
(b) Assume XE Irr,(G) extends 0. Then xXnC= IF. 
ProoJ: Part (a) is Theorem 2.7 of [IO] and part (bj is included in 
Lemma 2.5 of [9]. 1 
We mention (although we do not need this for our proof of Theorem A) 
that Wolf has also established Theorem A(b) in the case where [G, S] c H. 
(This follows from Theorem 2.12 of [9].) 
Our proof of each part of Theorem A will be divided into the two cases 
ISI odd and [G( odd. (This is natural since the map x H x* is constructed 
differently in these two situations.) When IS/ is odd (and so S is solvable), 
it is easy to reduce to the case where S is a p-group, and in that situation, 
x* is the unique irreducible constituent of xc which occurs with multiplicity 
not divisible by p. We shall find the following result useful in this situation. 
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(2.3) LEMMA. Assume Hlipothesis 2.1 and that S is LI p-group, kt ff!~ G 
be S-irzvuriarzt and let 31 E h;,(G) and 0 E h,(H). Then 
CxH, 01 $ 0 mod P w' cxxr, c. tl*] $ 0 mod p. 
ProoJ: Since S is a p-group, we can write xi- = [xc, x*] z” + PLI, where 
d is either a character of C or is zero. It follows that 
CXHnC, @*I = [xc, x*1cxxr,c> 0*1 mod p. 
We can write xH = [xH, 018 + @ + E, where all irreducible constituents 
of @ are S-invariant and different from 0 and all irreducible constituents of 
3 lie in nontrivial S-orbits. Since 0* occurs with multiplicity divisible by F 
in (Pi,,. L‘ whenever 13 # cp E It-r,(H), we see that [QH,- c. S*] - 0 mod p. 
If E is a nontrivial orbit of the action of S on Irr(Hj, then 
CF <I= CXN, 4 ] is constant as 5 runs over c’. It follows that [I:,+(-, O*] 
is a sum of quantities of the form [Z, <] I(?“/ [cHnc-, Q*], and each of these 
is divisible by y since le,l is a nontrivial p-power when [E, <] i0. Thus 
[ZHriC, 8*]rOmodp and hence 
CXHr, C> @*I = CXH, a[le,,7c @*I mod p. 
We now have 
czc. x*lcxx,,c~ e*1= COHr,C, @*lcxH. 61 mod p 
and the result follows since [xc, I(*] f 0 & [OHr,C, B*] mod p. m 
Next, we review some of the factorization theory we will need to prove 
the restriction part of Theorem A. Assume that G is n-separable for some 
set R of primes. A character x E Irr(Gj is x-special if x( 1 j is a n-number and 
the determinantal order o(U) is also a z-number for every irreducible con- 
stituent 8 of the restriction of x to any subnormal subgroup of G. The key 
results here are due to D. Gadjendragadkar [ 11. who showed that if 
a, fl E Irr(G) are respectively r-special and n’-special, then ~0 is irreducible. 
A character x E Irr( G), which can be written in the form x = UP with M and 
/I as above, is said to be n-.factorable and Gajendragadkar showed that 2 
uniquely determines a and p in this case. 
We will need some information about restrictions of rr-special characters 
to subgroups. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let G be x-separable and suppose ,u E Ix(G) is n-speciai. 
Let NEG. 
(a) rf xH is irreducible and 2 / /G/, the71 xH is x-special 
(b) If H is a Hall n-subgroup of G, then c(~ 
determines c(. 
is irreducible arrd uniqzrel;, 
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Proof: Part (a) follows from Theorem A of [6] and (b) is Proposi- 
tion 1.6 of Gajendragadkar’s paper [I]. 1 
Wolf obtained a number of results concerning how n-special characters 
behave with respect to the character correspondence x I-+ x*. We list some 
of these here. 
(2.5) LEMMA (Wolf). Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that jG( is odd. (Thus 
G is solvable, and hence is rc-separable.) Let a E Irr,(G) be z-special. Then 
(a) a* is x-special. 
(b) If HE G is an S-invariant Hall x-subgroup, then aXn c = (cI~)*. 
(c) 1f p E Irr,(G) is xf-special, then (c@)* = CITY*. 
Proqf: See Theorems 3.2(b), 3.9, and 3.10 of [lo]. 1 
Note that 2.5(b) is another known special case of Theorem A. 
The key to using these results is to find sufficient conditions for a charac- 
ter K E Irr(G) to be 7c-factorable. For example, if x is primitive (and G is 
n-separable, of course), then x is n-factorable by a result in [IS]. We need 
a slight generalization of this here. If S acts on G and x E Irr,(G j, we shall 
say that ,y is S-primitive if x is not of the form $” for any S-invariant 
character @ of a proper S-invariant subgroup of G. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Assume HJyothesis 2.1 and that G is n-separable. Let 
1 E Irr,(G) be S-primitive. Then ,y is rt--factorable. 
ProojI If N_c G with NaT, then xN has an S-invariant irreducible 
constituent 8 by Theorem 13.27 of [4]. If T= Z,(0), then T is S-invariant 
and there exists a unique (and hence S-invariant) character $ E Irr( TI 0) 
such that II/“=x. Since x is S-primitive, we see that T= G and so xN is 
homogeneous. 
Now let 1 = Go _C G, L ... c G, = G be part of some chief series for 1: As 
G is r-separable, each factor G,/G,- I is either a n-group or a z’-group 
and the restrictions xG, are all homogeneous. By Theorem 3.6 of [6], x is 
z-factorable. 1 
3. THE INDUCTION THEOREM 
In this section, we prove Theorem A(a). We begin with the case where 
jS1 is odd. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Assume HJapothesis 2.1 and that (SI is odd. Let 
0~ Irr,(H), where H_c G is an S-invariant subgroup. Suppose OG = 
XE Irr(G). Then (6*)‘= x*. 
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ProoJ: Since S is solvable and we may assume S is nontrivial. choose 
Ta S such that IS/T\ = p, a prime. Let B=C,( T) and note that S/T 
acts on B and that C,(S/T) = C. In this situation, we have two new 
Glauberman maps. One of these, induced by the action of T on G, maps 
Irr,( K) -+ Irr(Kn B) for T-invariant subgroups Kc G. The other, induced 
by the action of S/T on B, maps Irr,,, (L) -+ Irrf L n C) for (S,iTj-invariant 
subgroups L C_ B. We use the temporary notation ~1 H ,I’~’ and < F+ 5’” ” 
for these maps and we note that 
x* = (.pjtm and @b = (0!7i)lS 7i 
by Theorem 13.l(bj of [4]. 
Since ( T( < IS\, working by induction on [ SI, we may assume that 
(@T))B = x1 7-1. Also, if T> 1 so that IS/T\ < (SI, we can apply the inductive 
hypothesis with S/T in place of S and with @IT’ and I’~ in place of 0 and 
x. This gives (0 I TEXT) jC = X(rr(S.‘F~T as required. We may therefore assume 
that T= 1 and so S is cyclic of prime order p. 
Now let i and 8 be the canonical extensions of x and 0 to GS= r and 
to HSC r, respectively. (See Lemma 13.3 of [4].) We will show that 
s’= i. To see this, note that (&), = (f?H5nC)G = 8” = x, and so 0’ is an 
extension of x. To show that it is the canonical extension, it suffices to 
check that (0(8~), IS/)= 1. However, o(e)’ divides 20(e) (see Lemma 2.2 of 
[6], for instance) and since (20(d), IS/)= 1, this proves that 6’=i, as 
claimed. 
Let s be any generator of S. Since S is a Sylow subgroup of HS, the only 
elements of HS which are r-conjugate to s are the KS-conjugates of s, and 
hence 
i(s) = I!?‘(S) = IC,(s): C,,(s)( d(s) = (C: H n Cl d(s). 
By Theorem 13.6 of [4], we have 
j(s)= +-x”(l) and b(s) = +_8’( 1) 
and we deduce that 
x*(l)=(C:HnC( 0*(1)=(0*)‘(I). 
By Lemma 2.3, [x*, (Q*)‘] is not divisible by p and so is nonzero. Since 
x* is irreducible, the degree equality yields x* = (d*)‘, as required. 1 
(3.2) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that /G/ is odd. Le: 
0 E Irr,(H), where H c G is S-irzcariant arld suppose 8’ = j! E Irr(G). T&w 
(6” jc = x*. 
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We shall use Theorem 3.1 of [S] in the proof of 3.2. For the convenience 
of the reader, we restate this result as Lemma 3.3, below. We have taken 
the liberty of changing the notation of [S] in order to make it conform to 
the present situation. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let r be a p-solvable group for some odd prime p and let 
M be a maximal subgroup of r, with index divisible b-v p. Let G 4 r and 
write L = core,(M n G). Suppose $ E Irr( r) is induced from some character 
of M and that $L is homogeneous. Then M n G 4 II 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that we may assume that H < G and so we 
can work by double induction, first on (G : LI, where L = core,;(H), and 
then on lG : HI. Since L is uniquely determined by the S-invariant groups 
G and H, we have L CI r and so L = core.(Mn Gj, where M= HS. 
If M is not maximal in r, there exists an S-invariant subgroup U with 
H < U < G. Writing 4 = 6”‘, we have c” = x and thus 5 E Irr,( U). Note that 
L G core,. (H) so that 1 U: core,(Hj( < IG : L( and the inductive hypothesis 
yields (O*jcnc= <*. Also? LGcore,(U) and so IG: core,(U)/ 6 IG: LI. 
Since IG : Ii/ < IG : HI, the inductive hypothesis applies and yields 
(<*)‘= x*. If M is not maximal in r, therefore, we get (O*)== x*: as 
desired, and so we may assume that M is maximal. 
As L E H-C G, we can choose a chief factor K/L for r with K E G and so 
K e M and KM= r. Since (Gj is odd, G is solvable and hence K/L is 
abelian and we conclude that K n MCI r. It follows that K n M= L. 
By Theorem 13.27 of [4], we can choose an S-invariant irreducible con- 
stituent cp of OL. Let T= I,(p) and suppose T < H. Now T is S-invariant 
and we can choose 4 E Irr( T( q) with qH = 8. Observe that ~1 is S-invariant 
since it is uniquely determined by cp and t?. 
Write : = v’~ and note that cc = x and Sy E Trr,(TK). Since 
L < Kc core,( TK), we have IG: core& TK)] < IG : LI and the inductive 
hypothesis applies and yields ([*)C= x*. We can also apply the inductive 
hypothesis to the situation ye Tk=[ since (TIC: core,(TjI ,< (TK: LI < 
[G : LI. (The latter inequality follows because TKc G, which is conse- 
quence of our assumption that T< H.) We get (q* jTKrTC= t* and thus 
(q*)== r[*. We apply the inductive hypothesis once again, this time to the 
situation ,lH = 0. (Note that jH: core,(T)1 < IH: LI < IG : Ll.) This gives 
(rl*)H,-,C= 8*. Therefore, (O*)C= (PI*)== x*, as required. 
We may now assume that T= H and so ME I,( y?) and there are two 
possibilities: either M= I,(q) or v is invariant in r In the tirst case, 
H=l,(cp) and thus (B*)c=x* by L.emma2.2(a). We shall show that the 
second case, where q is invariant in r, leads to a contradiction. 
Assuming that cp is invariant, let 6 be any extension of 0 to M, and write 
tj = 6”. Then $G = (@), = ie,jG = x and so $ E Irr(l’). Since tj lies over cp, 
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we know that $L is homogeneous and we have established nearly all of the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.3. 
Let p be a prime divisor of /r : Ml = IG : HI. Since iGi is odd, we have 
p # 2. Also, G is solvable and hence r is p-solvable since p 1 /r : Gi. 
Lemma 3.3 then gives M n G 4 r and hence L = H and 6, = cp is invariant 
in G. Thus xH is a multiple of 6 and we have ;<H = [xH, S] 0 = 
[x,eG]O=@. Therefore, t?(l)=x(l)=Q”(l) and so (G:H(=I, a 
contradiction. 1 
The proof of Theorem A(a) is now complete. We close this section with 
an easy application to the theory of M-groups. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let G be atz M-gmy~ ad suppose that H is a HaI 
subgroup of G. Assume that H has a normal complement in G. Then 
N,(H)/H is an M-group. 
We need the following observation. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and let XEIrrJG). Tllen II* is a 
constituent 0.f xc. 
Prooj This is immediate from the definitions of the map x++x*. In 
both cases (/G( odd and \.S( odd) the map is constructed by iterating maps 
of the form U F-+ cp, where q is the unique irreducible constituent of OH 
having a stated property, where H is some subgroup. f 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. Let N be the normal complement for H in G 
and observe that we have a coprime action of H on N and so we have a 
bijection x b x* from Irr,(N) to Irr(C), where C= C.,(H). Also, 
N,(H)/Hz c’ and we must show that C is an M-group. 
Let pi/ E It-r(C) and write $ =x*, where 2 E Irr,( N). Now x extends to an 
irreducible character of G and since G is an M-group. we can write 
x = (A”),\- for some linear character L of some subgroup UC G. Thus 
x = p\‘, where p = A,\i ,~ c. 
As IG : U( = x(l) is coprime to IN (, we can replace CT by a conjugate if 
necessary, and assume that U=, H. Thus Nn C; is H-invariant and 
p E Irr,(N n U). By Theorem A(a), therefore, (p”)‘= x* = II/. Since p* is a 
constituent of ,+ by Lemma 3.5. p* is linear and q is monomial 1 
It is interesting to speculate on whether or not the assumption that H 
has a normal complement in G is really necessary. In the case where H is 
a p-group, for instance, this assumption can be deleted by a result of 
Okuyama [7]. 
~\r,re added in proof: The first author has shown that the assumption can be deleted in aii 
cases. 
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4. THE RESTRICTION THEOREM 
As we did in proving the induction theorem, we consider separately the 
cases (SI odd and 1 G/ odd. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and thut (SI is odd. Let H-c G be 
S-imariant and suppose x E Irr,(G) and xH = 8 E Irr( H). Then x:,-, H = 8”. 
ProoJ: Since S is solvable, we may assume that S has prime order p. 
(The reduction to this case is exactly parallel to the argument in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1.) 
Let 2 and 4 be the canonical extensions of 11 and 8 to GS= f and 
HS s r, respectively. Then iHS extends 0 and si-rice S_c ker(det is), we see 
that jHF = 8. If s is a generator of S, then j(s) = f?(s) and also . _ 
i(s)= +x*(l) and O(s)= &e*(l) 
by Theorem 13.6 of [4]. We conclude that x*(l)= e*(l). 
Now Lemma 2.3 yields that [xT;,~, 0*] #O and 1!9* is a constituent of 
x$-,~. The result follows. 1 
(4.2) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that (G( is odd. Let HE G 
be S-itwariant and suppose ;5 E Irr,( G) and xH = 8 E Irr( H). Then xXr, c = 8”. 
ProoJ: If x(1 j = 1, then /3( 1) = 1 and Lemma 3.5 yields x* = xc and 
8” = 0 H-,C. In this situation, we have 
X~nC=XHnC=~HnC=~*. 
and we are done. We may therefore assume that x( 1) > 1 and we induct on 
x(0 
If )! is not S-primitive, we can write x = $‘, where $ E Irr,(K) for 
some proper S-invariant subgroup K of G. This forces KH= G 
and Q=xfl=ihnH )Y In particular, II/ Kn x E Irr,(Kn Hj and since 
$(l)ix(t), the inductive hypothesis gives (I/J*)~,~~~(‘=($~~~~*. Also, 
by Theorem A(a), ($*)‘=I* and (($KnH)*)H,7C= 0*. We will show 
below that C= (Hn C)(Kn C). From this, we get 
as required. 
To see that C= (Hn C)(Kn Cj, let c E C and write X = {(h, li)Jh E H, 
k E K, hk = cl-. The set X is nonempty since HK= G and it is invariant 
under the natural action of S. Now H n K acts transitively on X by 
(h, k j . II = (hu, u - ‘k) for II E H n K and the actions of S on X, S on H n K. 
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and Nn K on X are compatible in the sense of Glauberman’s lemma, 
Lemma 13.8 of [4]. It follows that S fixes some element (12, k) E X and thus 
il~Hr\C, keKnC, and c=hkE(HnC)(KnC), as required. 
We may now assume that 1 is S-primitive. Choose a prime divisor p of 
z( 1) and factor x = 1/3, where rx is p-special and 13 is $-special. (This 
factorization exists by Lemma 2.6.) By the uniqueness in Gajendragadkar’s 
theorem, each of CI and fi is S-invariant and we have 0 = %(HflH and hence 
each of aH and flH is irreducible and Lemma 2.4(a) guarantees that these 
restrictions are respectively p-special and $-special. 
By Lemma 2.5(c), we have x* = ,*fl* and $* = (a,,)* (p,)*. It suffices, 
therefore. to show that 
&c= (aHI* and WI ,I-c=(Bti)‘. 
Since p divides x( 1) but not fl( l), we have fl( 1) < x( 1) and the inductive 
hypothesis gives the required information about 0. To complete the proof, 
therefore, it suffices to prove the corresponding assertion about ‘1. We may 
thus replace x by a and assume that x and B are p-special. 
Now let Q E SylJH) be chosen so that Q is S-invariant and choose 
PE Syl,,(G), also S-invariant, with Pz Q. (This is possible by standard 
facts about coprime actions.) It follows that P n CE Syl,( Cl and 
Q n C E Syl,( H r, C). 
Assume, for the moment, that our result holds when G is a p-group. By 
Lemma 2.4(b), xP and 0, are irreducible and of course (~~)~=tl,. It 
follows that (xP)z ,- c = (O,)*. By Lemma 2.5(b), 
(xP)*=x;rC and (&)*=&,-C 
and thus 
Since this character is irreducible (since it equals (O,l*), we deduce that 
x; n c. is irreducible. 
Now X* is p-special by 2.5(a) and so jr%, c is p-special by 2.4(a). Also, 
8” is p-special by 2.5(a) and the p-special characters 0” and ~7, -, c. of H r, C 
have equal restrictions to Q n C. It follows by the uniqueness part of 2.4( b ) 
that 6* = xgn c, as required. 
What remains is to prove the theorem when G is a p-group. and we do 
this by induction on jG : HI. If H u G, we are done by Lemma 2.2(b) and 
so we may assume that H < N < G, where N= NG(H) is S-invariant. Then 
by two applications of the inductive hypothesis. 1 
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